NEWS AND PICTURES FOR NOVRMBER 2014

SNIPPETS!
Plenty of good pictures here this
month, now that the ploo’in’is finished. Again a worthwhile fundraiser; the amount at this moment is
not final. But in a few thousand!
The Gavel on the 28th was successful as an event, but we did not
win; Ellon did! It appeared good
fun, as you see from the pictures
below, so that’s it all over! Lisa
Summers was given a cheque for
the “Puma” kids club. We also had
a buttery morning and sale in the
Trinity Hall and that raised a few
hundred, and the shoebox collection at Morrison’s was also a success, filling around 100 boxes.
J.J. and Robbie are off to the District conference at Dunblane with
an excellent twenty minute programme to present to the delegates there, and this is the story of
the successful disadvantaged
youths course which we did earlier

DATE

RECEPTION & VOTE
OF THANKS

CASHIER

SPEAKER

04/11/14

WILL GARDEN

PHYLLIS MUNDIE

JANET LOW
FOUNDATION CHAIR

11/11/14

NEIL GODSMAN

ROBERT PATON

IAN BURNETT
COUNCIL

18/11/14

JOHN JOHNSTON

MIKE PEARCE

INFORMATION
MEETING

25/11/14

DAVE LOW

SANDY RENNIE

RODDY ALLAN

DATE

RECEPTION & VOTE
OF THANKS

CASHIER

SPEAKER

02/12/14

PHYLLIS MUNDIE

DIANE RITCHIE

ASKIR ALI

09/12/14

ROBERT PATON

ALLAN ROSS

BOB ANTCZAK
COUNCIL

16/12/14

PRESIDENT
LIZ OATES

RODDY ALLAN

CHRISTMAS MEAL
WITH DISTRICT
GOVERNOR KEITH
HOPKIN AS GUEST

23/12/14

NO MEETING

NO MEETING

NO MEETING

30/12/14

NO MEETING

NO MEETING

NO MEETING

A few pics of the Gavel with very engrossed team members; for example: dinna poke ‘at, Will, it’ll fa’
doon! Did it? Where’s your yellow Rotary vest Roddy? There’s more bag packing to be done this next
Saturday at ASDA, folks, so help Phyllis with this and take a turn at our session in the morning. Still
to learn how much the Hotel is to increase the cost of meals in the very near future, and remember
that with Christmas approaching, Dec 16th is for the Dinner, and take partners to this!

